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According to the Western Cominental European doctrine, international capital
incomes are taxed differently according to whether they derive from equity or
loans. Principally - though there are lots of practical deviations - interest
payments are taxed according to the rules of the residence country. which is
also the recipient of the tax yield. whereas profits are taxed according to the
rules of the source country, which is also the beneficiary of the tax income.
The basic rationale behind this differentiation is Slimmed up by the folio wing
two propositions, namely
(1) The relevant tax system is to be determined by the location of the entrepreneurial activity.
(2) Entrepreneurial activity typically is related fO ownership and is not related
to t/ie extension of credit.
The paper questions both ofthese propositions and comes to the conclusion
that the tax differentials do not make sense any more.

1. The Legal Outlet: Tremendous
differences in the taxation of
international profits and interest
payments
Suppose, somewhere in Western Continental Europe, I someone is ready to invest a certain amount of capital abroad, either as equity
or as a loan. A decision like this is far from
being easy: taxation is not going to make it
easier for him.
If he is extending credit to a foreign firm,
the interest payments are subject to personal
I Tile following casuistry refers especially (0 Wesl
Germany bUI gives Q fair descriplion of OIlier lfIeSlern
Conlinenlal European lax systems as well.

income tax in his country of residence, whereas the source country - assuming a tax treaty
- generally does not impose any income or
withholding tax. 2 Besides, whether the investor actually duly pays his income tax seems
to be a Question of morals. J
If [he investor instead of giving a loan
chooses to participate directly in a firm, taxation depends first on the legal status of the
firm, i.e. a partnership or a corporation. In
the case of a partnership, the investor receives
business income which is going [0 be fully
1 This does nOI romplelely rule alit any laxes on
fUCIf)r (pturns. e.g. a /rude lax like Ih~ German >,Gell'erbeSlcuen,.
J "II is widely held. 1110/ few fJUrchflsers of imernoli01lal bonds pay ((lxeSI) IAlworill (/986. p. 15)/.
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taxed abroad but exempt at home. 4 In the source country or to the residence country or
case of a corporation an equivalent rule would in any mix to both of them. Considering all
be exercised with respect to undistributed these tax differentials, there seems to be
profits only. If profits were distributed, the reason enough to question their economic
foreign corporation tax as well as withholding sense. Before doing so, let me examine very
tax are to be paid. Additionally, the residence briefly whether they possibly might be of no
country would collect income tax, crediting economic relevance.
the foreign withholding tax.
H the investor participates in the foreign
corporation not directly but indirectly via a 2. Is there a chance for economic
home corporation (a holding company), the
irrelevance?
distributed profits would nol be subject to
income tax in the residence country as long
Whether tax discrimination leads to
as they are retained within the holding com~ (Pareto)relevant allocational effects is a quespany (assuming a »blocking minority», e.g. tion of substitution between the alternative ec25 per cent of the shares). If, instead, the onomic decisions. In the considered case, it
holding company distributed the received depends on the possible reactions of structural
profits to its shareholders, again personal in- supply and demand of internationally allocome tax would be payable and this time with- cated capital. The tax discrimination would
out any credit with respect to the foreign not lead to any change in the structures of
withholding tax.
internationally allocated capital if equity and
Instead of unfolding any further the variety loan would be of a limitational nature, i.e. if
of international capital taxation (e.g. consid- either the individual investors or the capital
ering non-treaty countries or tax havens) let seeking firms would stick to a fixed golden
me draw an initial conclusion: there is no such finance mix.' On the other hand, if equity
thing as a tax undistorted international invest- and loan capital could be considered as comment decision between equity and loan capital. plete substiUJ!Ss, i.e. as equivalents from the
However, tax differentials do not only investors' and the firms' points of view, then
affect the investor but also the international tax discrimination would lead to a complete
distribution of the tax yield, which depends substitution of the type of capital discrimiheavily on the type of capital investment. In nated against. Allocational effects in that
case of a loan the source country principally sense would be tremendous, but without any
falls short of any tax returns. In case of an welfare loss. So, with respect to the allocaequity the lax distribution depends on tional aim one woulJ have nothing to worry
among other things - the legal status of the about regarding this tax discrimination. 6
firm. Profits of a partnership would be exThe truth, of course, lies somewhere in
clusively taxed in the source country. The between: The structure of international capital
same is generally true for corporation profits, investment is neither limitational nor comif they are not distributed, whereas distributed pletely substitutive. Both equity and loan
profits are taxed in the source country as well capital meet specific needs and are substitutes
as in the residence country of the capital in a certain range, but they nevertheless have
owner, as long as no further corporation is put a specific value of their own. This is true with
in between the source corporation and the respect to ownership, liability, risk and finanpersonal capital owner. In that case tax ex- cial flexibility. Under these conditions, tax
emption in the residence country might take discrimination leads to a re-structuring of
place if the holding company retains the re- international capital investments, albeit not
ceived dividends.
without excess burdens or welfare losses. Tax
As one can see, depending on the type of discrimination is allocationally relevant.
international capital investment, the interna, Addi/ionally, Ihat finance mix would have to be
tional tax distribution displays quite a variety
of cases. Taxes might flow exclusively to the equal for all firms and for all inl'esrors, respectively.
• Here and below u lox-treaty is assumed if not otherwist' nOled.

6 »The whole complex framework of national and
international capital income taxa/ion collupses analytically.• (Sinn (1985, p. 177)].
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The same is true, of course, with respect to
the distributional consequences. Only in the
unrealistic case of complete equivalence
between equity and loan capital would the tax
discrimination do no harm LO horizontal
equity, because each investor and each firm
could switch costlessly to the alternative type
of capital. Under realistic conditions, the
above discussed discriminatory tax rules generally have an impact on the personal income
distribution as well as on the international
distribution of the tax yield.

1,

holding company. In between these two extremes lies quite a bunch of tax rules, accord~
ing to which the countries involved more or
less have an influence on the private tax
burden and divide the total amount of tax
received.
The following is intended exclusively to
raise some doubts concerning the validity of
the two fundamental considerations. At the
very end, I am able to give only a hint as to
how I could imagine a proper taxation of in~
ternational profits and interest payments, in
case the two above considerations prove not
to be conclusive.
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3. Reasons for the tax differentials
the light of its considerable economic
relevance the tax discrimination needs a thorough justification. But in this respect, the
economic literature has - as far as I can see
- surprisingly little to say.7 [f one tries law
literature [e.g., Debatin (1982)), the following
two considerations seems to be fundamental:
[0

(1) Whether capital income taxation is to be
determined by the rules of the source
country or by the rules of the residence
country and whether the tax yield should
flow to the source country or to the home
country, has to follow the »criterion of
entrepreneurial activity abroad».
(2) Entrepreneurial activity typically is related
to ownership and is not related to the extension of credit.
Consequently, the international tax rules
are such that generally in case of a debt the
source country neither wields any influence
over the tax burden of the investor nor gets
ahold of any tax yield. And - by the same
token - the residence count ry 8 has no impact on the tax burden and falls short of any
tax yield if the capital export goes along with
direct entrepreneurial activity, let's say in a
100 per cent owned firm, a partnership or a
, The standard literature discusses more or less gel/eral rules for the laxalion o/ill/ernotional capital income
but - probably righflyso - fails 10 distinguish bel ween
differenl kinds of inlernalional capital income. See Musgrave, R.A. (1969), Musgrave, R.A. and Musgrave, P.B.
(1972), Solo, M. and Bird, R-:M. (1975), Pelfekoven, R.
(1984), Musgrave, P.B. (/987).
8 Note thaI Ihe lerm »residence counlfy", ill Ihis paper, always refers 10 Ihe residence of Ihe privUle capital
owner and does nol refer 10 the residence ofa corporation.
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4. The criterion of »entrepreneurial
activity abroad»
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Does it make sense to tax international
capital income from active entrepreneurial
operations according to the rules of the Source
country and so-called passive capital income
according to the rules of the residence country?
I will discuss this question first under two
simplifying assumptions:
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(l) There is a clear notion of entrepreneurial
activity abroad (let us assume a produc~
tion process).
(2) The export of equity capital goes along
with an export of entrepreneurial activity;
the export of loan capital does not.

1
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On trial are the respective private tax burden as well as the respective international distribution of the tax yield.
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a. The private lax burden
(i) The allocolional problem

The division line between the taxation of
active (entrepreneurial) and passive capital
income is primarily established by the following reasoning: There must not be any discrimination between different (active) firms within
a country, whether they are owned by nationals or by foreigners. Consequently, equity
capital income is to be taxed according to the
(ax rules of the capital importing country. On
the other hand, there must not be any discrimination between pure capital investments at
home and abroad. So, exported loan capital
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is to be taxed according to the principle of
capital export neutrality, i.e. according to the
rules of the capital exporting country. Obviously, in both cases allocative neutrality is
aimed for, but - as long as the international
tax systems differ - allocative neutrality is
interpreted somewhat differently depending
on whether equity or loan capital is concerned.
It remains to be asked whether the different
interpretations of neutrality are appropriate.
To my mind, they are not, mainly for the two
following reasons.
(I) It seems easy enough to switch the
things around and still come out with a convincing argument. Export neutrality could be
seen as an important condition for an efficient
international allocation of equity capital.
And, likewise, import neutrality with respect
to loan capital could be considered necessary
to quarantee unbiased operating of firms
which use foreign loan capital and firms which
do not. To put the latter argument slightly
differently: If all national producers of a
country are supposed to be taxed according
to the rules of that country, to guarantee undistorted national markets as well as to take
account of possible differences in the international provision of public goods and services,
then import neutrality should refer to all kinds
of foreign capital. There is, in particular, no
good reason why foreign loans should be
treated differently from foreign equity.9 If,
on the other hand, capital export neutrality
is to be practised to reach international efficiency, then capital export neutrality should
not be restricted on loan capital only but
would have to be extended to equity capital
as well.
(2) Additionally, one must take into account what kinds of substitution effects are
likely to occur if capital import neutrality were
to be practised with respect to international
equity capital and capital export neutrality
with respect to imernational loans. If, as
assumed, an entrepreneurial activity abroad
makes all the difference between equity and
loan capital expon, then one can easily imagine the following consequence: International
investors from countries where there is relatively low laxation are inclined to seek pure
funds' income, i.e. generated without any
entrepreneurial activity abroad. Vice versa,
9

7

For u di//erem vicw, see Gandenberger (1985).

foreign investors within these low-tax countries combine capital exports with entrepreneurial operations. On the other hand, one
can expect high-tax countries to export entrepreneurial activity along with capital and to
import capital as pure foreign-held assets.
This leads to the conclusion that the tax
discrimination between international profits
and interest payments has an important bearing on the location of entrepreneurial activity.
Regarded from the high-tax country's point
of view. the discrimination comes close to
subsidizing the export of entrepreneurial
activity. This is quite a surprising policy.
Especially countries like the Federal Republic
of Germany would have reason enough to
follow just the opposite line: whoever wants
to export money may do so and even cash in
on some preferential tax treatment. The traditional German foreign trade surpluses need
some kind of a balance anyhow. On the other
hand, whoever combines capital export with
the export of entrepreneurial activity, whoever, for example, re-allocates plants from home
to abroad - possibly to compete henceforth
under much more comfortable conditions with
the home industry - should not find any
support from the national tax policy. 10 That,
after all, could only be counterproductive to
national production and employment.
Summing up both reflections, we arrive at
the short formula: From an allocational point
of view there is no obvious argument for a
differential tax treatment of international
loans and equity capital. Moreover, the diverse
ways international loan and equity capital are
taxed in Western Continental Europe are apt
to generate remarkable substitution effects, especially under certain assumptions, on the inW Funnily enough. the applicatioll oj the exemption
method on the taxation of pro/ils/rom abroad is widely
considered as being in line with world trade interests of
the industrialized high-tech countries. It was the exemption method 0/ Continental Europe to which the USA
referred when they tried to justify their DISC-legislation.
But whereas DISC·legislOlion aClually favours national
exports, the partial application o/Ihe exemption method
10 inlemarional equity capital only, ro my mind. hasin a way - the opposite effect 0/ whal i.~ aimed/or. With
respect to thedi.vmte between the US on the one side and
France, Belgium and Ihe Netherlands on the other side,
see GA IT. Activities in 1981, in: loumal oj World Trude
Law, vol. 16 (1982), p. 357-362. Also see Fischer-Zernin,
l. (1987) and Menck, T. (/978).
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temarianal allocation of entrepreneurial activity.
(ii)

The distributional problem

Contrary to some allocational scruples one
might find difficult to overcome, the distributional answer on the discriminatory taxation
seems to be perfectly clear: The principle of
ability to pay forbids any differentiation
between international profits and international interest payments. Alas. with respect to
tax policy there is no idea convincing enough
to go unchallenged. let me refer to two
arguments which I recently found in the
German law literature [Vogel (1985»)11 and
which are intended to support a general source
country taxation but do have some relevance
for OUf problem as well.
(I) Ability to pay. says the author, could

either be ))ability to pay at home» or »abil·
ity to pay at home and abroad». So a general income tax could well be one which
holds for home income only, because the
definition of income does not necessarily
include any income from abroad.
(2) Income from abroad is to be obtained
under conditions quite different from
conditions at home. It generally takes
much more effort and risk.
Now, if ability to pay could be divided into
different parts, there might be a case even for
differentiation between international profits
and interest payments. And if foreign condi·
tions are difficult enough to justify the general exemption of foreign·derived income
from the residence country's income tax, then,
a fortiori, exemption especially of profits from
abroad might be considered fair. Both arguments do not stand a thorough examination.
The weakness of the arguments become
obvious if one, for a moment, leaves the
narrow residence country/source country view
and evaluates their general impact. Are we
really free to define the notion of income as
including or to excluding certain income ele·
ments and still remain within the realm of the
principle of ability to pay? Moreover, are
there not incomes that can be obtained by
making special efforts and undergoing all
kinds of risks everywhere? Could one ser~
iously suggest to determine tax liability ac/I

Actually. Vogel i5 referring to Pamela Conn (1981).

cording to the efforts and risks taken by the
income recipient?
The idea has some intriguing aspects and it
fits quite well into the concept of the welfareoriented optimal taxation. '2 But to me it
seems completely impracticable and unfit to
be applied to a differential taxation of international profits and interest payments. That
brings me back to my first thought: from a
distributional point of view there is no other
way but to put the same burden on international profits and interest income.

b. The international tax distribution
In principle there is no strict correlation
between the influence of a certain tax system
upon the final private tax burden and the
international distribution of the tax yield.
Only if one of the states concerned employs
the exemption method, the other one exclusively determines the private tax burden as
well as gets the benefit of receiving the total
tax yield. If. on the other hand, some kind of
credit system is employed, then a certain tax
system's relevance with respect to the private
tax burden and to the national share of the
international tax yield may more or less fall
apart.
This, for instance, is the case if the residence
country gives a fuH credit for the source country's tax and the relevant taxes of both countries are alike. Then, from the investor's point
of view, only the heme country's tax rate is
relevant any longer, but the source country
gets all the gravy. On the other hand, if one
were to ask how a switch from the credit
method to the exemption method would affect
the private tax burden, then one would find
the following rule of thumb: the lesser the tax
burden changes, the higher is the source country's share of the tax yield and vice versa. So,
to simplify matters, we might go on assuming
that the residence country gets (most of) the
international tax yield only if its tax system
makes a relevant distinction with respect to [he
private tax burden. Or, to put it even more
simply: for practical purposes we assume,
after all, a one-to-one relation between a
state's tax yield and its tax system's relevance
for the private tax burden. That, of course,
leads to the question whether the criterion of
11

See St!t:tion 6 below.
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»the entrepreneurial activity abroad» is to be
accepted with respect to its consequences upon
the international tax distribution.
Again, economic literature seems to have
little to contribute." So I take the main
stream of the argument from the literature on
international law [Debatin (1982)]: It is by his
entrepreneurial activity that the foreign investor takes in all kinds of public services of the
source country. Therefore, he legitimately is
made to contribute his taxes to the source
country's budget. On the other hand, the
foreign receiver of interest payments gets only
what he would earn on the world market
anyway. So he has nothing to be compensated
for.
As far as this reasoning is based on the principle of benefit taxation, I am very doubtful
whether profits actually are any indicators of
the input of public goods and services. Firms
make profits and losses rather independently
from the level and the quality of the public
performance. Considering the well-known
phenomenon that modern Western governments are more concerned about companies
which make losses than those making profits,
one is even more inclined to believe in a reciprocal rather than a proportional relation
between profit taxes paid and public services
rendered.
It is especially questionable to stress the
benefit rule one-sidedly, i.e. to tax profits and
to exempt interest payments to foreigners. If
one really tries to establish any relation between a source country's policy and the
amount of capital income originated in that
country, then, of course, one could hardly
restrict that relation to one type of capital
income only. Incidentally, in my view the
developing countries are quite correct when
they argue that their needs for foreign loan
capital have an important positive effect on
the international interest rates, and they therefore are entitled to some public share in the
interest payments.
The source country's right to tax, does, of
course, not depend on the validity of the
benefit principle. No country could be denied
the right to levy taxes upon the net value of
its national product. Just to avoid double
IJ Even P. Musgrave. in her ROllerdam Paper (/987),
does not mention any possible differences in the taxafion
of d{fferelll kinds of infernational capital income.

taxation it may reasonably waive parts of the
right. Still, the question remains why that
renunciation again ought to be determined in
accordance with the criterion of foreign entrepreneurial activity. One can find a rather
peculiar reasoning in connection with article
II, OECD Model Convention, which sets a
withholding tax limit of 10 per cent: the source
country would already derive benefits from its
tax on the profits of the debtor [Debatin
(1980, p. 14)], Indeed, if profits and interest
payments are of a limitational character, it
would not make much of a difference which
one to tax or to tax even both. But what about
if profits are low just because interest payments are high and vice versa?
There is, in my view, no sensible reason why
a source country ought to tax some of its
outwardbound national product and to waive
the right to tax some other parts of it. It is
another question whether a net product could
always be attributed to a certain territory,
Where are the local roots of production? Just
consider a good, of which the physical production takes place in a country A, the technological conception in countryB and the
market evaluation in country C - now, which
of the three countries is the legitimate source
country? The question is quite similar to the
well-known problem of the correct functional
distribution of income in a complementary
production process.
In this discussion I certainly do not hope
to solve the problem of the correct localization of value added. I only want to point out
that the localization could hardly be dependent on the question whether capital export
is accompallied by entrepreneurial activity or
not.

5. The differences between equity and
loan capital
So far, we have assumed the validity of the
hypothesis that the export of equity capital
goes along with entrepreneurial activities,
whereas the export of loan capital does not.
Beyond that, we have taken it for granted that
entrepreneurial activity itself is something
easily to be checked. Both assumptions are to
be questioned and are questionable indeed.
Let's start with some short remarks on the
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latter problem. What is »local entrepreneurial
activity»? By that question, of course, in a
way we only resume the discussion on the
localization of value added. The OEeD
Model Convention uses the well-known and
ambigous notion of the »permanent establishment» (art. 5). I really do not want to go into
the tedious details of that notion but rather
raise the question whether a permanent establishment - so to say, a visible presentation
of a firm - in the age of telecommunication
really is still a prop.er indicator of local entrepreneurial activity. Is, let's say, a modern
holding company really without any local entrepreneurial operations just because it does
well without a production site or a mighty
office? Is it not typical for entrepreneurial
activity that it withdraws from any proper way
of localization? (Just think of the pitiful
efforts of the developing countries to establish
a source country's right to tax the salaries of
managers who are paid out of the source
country but work - and live - in industrialized countries.)
Taking into account these general difficulties of localization of entrepreneurial activities, it is even more unsatisfactory to connect
any detected local entrepreneurial engagement
of foreign investors with equity capital invested and, so to say, to disconnect it from
loan capital. Such a construction, for instance,
fails to acknowledge that multinational concerns in adaption to international tax rules can
switch between equity and loan finance, obviously without great difficulties. The entrepreneurial influence of the parent company is,
of course, not harmed if to a 100 per cent
subsidiary it gives a loan instead of equity
capital. This does not rule out that the switch
in financing has some bearing on the subsidiary's performance or on its relations to
suppliers, customers and creditors. Nevertheless, the parent company will consider such
a switch whenever it can shift its capital income into the more favourable tax jurisdiction.
Once the feasibility of entrepreneurial operations abroad under both types of capital
exports is established, the differential taxation
loses any possible justification. A simple
switch from one type of capital to the other
not only generally changes the private tax burden but leads also to a complete redistribution of the international tax yield. In that

respect it seems rather peculiar that some leading German experts [Pollath and Radler
(1980); Fischer and Warneke (1978, p. 359)]
favour the so-called net principle in source
country taxation: Outward-bound profits are
to be taxed on a net basis, i.e. reduced by any
interest payments the foreign investor, for his
part, would have to pay on the invested capital. Such a rule, obviously, would even leadto a tax differentiation between equity capital either originally owned or borrowed by the
foreign investor. That, certainly, is if anything
apt to make the source country look like a
fool.
It is, especially in the Federal Republic of
Germany, a well-known fact that subsidiaries
of foreign parent companies are quick to take
advantage of the preferential taxtreatment of
interest payments as compared with profit
distributions. In spite of the fact that this kind
of tax-cutting concerns all high-tax countries,
the Federal Republic is about to take the lead
in some kind of action. The reason is quite
obvious: the German corporation tax is fully
creditable against the German income tax. So
the switch from equity to loan capital, in Germany, is not a way to save the typical German taxpayer any income tax. It is, however,
highly profitable for foreigners. So, of course,
in Germany the switch is a much more unpopular tax-saving device than it might be in
countries where the nationals could also take
advantage of the situation.
By an order of the Federal Government of
March 1987, so-called »owner loans» for the
purpose of taxation, under certain conditions
are to be treated like equity capital. Consequently, interest payments on these loans are
to be taxed like profits. Here, I do not wish
to go into the manifold problems in fixing the
limits for such a requalification of interest
payments. Instead, on this occasion, I would
like to draw your attention to a well-known
phenomenon in tax policy which obviously
international taxation also is not fit to avoid:
one sin inevitably entails another one.
Because the tremendous differences in the
taxation of international profits and interest
payments are mistakenly conceived, i.e. draw
the wrong conclusions from already wrong
assumptions, a further differentiation, namely
between different kinds of interest payments,
has to follow. One might 'bet that these differentials will not be the last ones.

,
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6. Are there other reasons for a
differential taxation ofinternational
profits and interest payments?
Although the main purpose of this paper is
to criticize the existing rules of international
taxation and especially the reasons given for
the discrimination between international profits and interest payments, it certainly leads to
the conclusion that there should be neutral
taxation of the two capital incomes. This, of
course, implies that no other reason in favour
of a differential taxation could be given. Are
there possibly any other reasons?
Now, if it is really true, as we have also
assumed, that equity and loan capital in a
broad sense meet different needs, then arguments in favour of tax differentials could be
developed. As, for instance, Alworth (1986)
observed, there might be a relationship
between the so-called world debt-crisis and
deterrently high profit tax rates in some of the
involved developing countries. One might
even go so far as to claim that we would not
know of a world debt-crisis if the foreign
capital had been lured into equity in a timely
fashion.
Likewise, with respect to the above discussed aspect of possibly stronger entrepreneurial operations with the export of equity
capital as compared with loan capital, some
economies could use tax discrimination to
attract or deter foreign entrepreneurial activities, whichever might fit in better with economic goals. But, generally, that kind of
policy would not be costless, though the cost
may fall on other countries.
Let me draw your attention to a further
argument which possibly might have some
appeal to a welfare-oriented optimal tax
politician. We can consider the international
allocation of capital, for a moment, not - as
up to now - as a purely structural problem
but as a problem of capital formation, too.
As is well-known, optimal capital formation
is prevented by just about any realistic type
of income taxation. Now there might be a
chance to diminish any tax-caused deviation
from optimal capital formation by using a
proper technique of differential taxation.
Under certain conditions it might be advantageous to depart from general capital export
neutrality but to reduce tax rates on the

returns of certain capital exports if these kinds
of capital, more than others, are substitutes
for consumption. [ef. a smilar idea developed
by Horst (1980)]. The welfare loss of a discriminating taxation of different kinds of
capital exports would then be, in a way, overcompensated by the welfare gain of additional
capital formation.
But, by all means, I must confess that the
temptation of such an idea is not strong
enough to overcome my natural antipathy to
the elaboration of its mathematical details.
Besides, even an impressive set of elasticities
of substitution would not add much insight
into the problem. Therefore, I might as well
close with the hint, that here, as in many fields
of tax policy, optimal taxation could prove the
existence of some unexhausted welfare gains.
These gains, though, are a little bit like the
advantages of a society in which all people
behave reasonably. They exist much more on
a logical than on a practical level. So even in
the light of optimal taxation I see no reason
to deviate from my conviction: There is no
sensible case for discriminatory taxation of
international profits and interest payments.
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COMMENT ON KRAUSE-JUNK

JUKKA PEKKARINEN
Labour Instilule for Ecoflomic Research,
SF-00530 Helsinki, Finland

In his analysis, Gerold Krause-Junk moves
in the intriguing border area between law and
economics. Being largely unfamiliar with it,
I shall constrain myself to a few points that
may need some clarification.
Krause-Junk questions the practice adopted
in most European countries, according 10
which capital income accruing to foreigners
is treated differently depending on whether it
consists of profits or of interest payments.
Interest income is taxed in the residence
country, whereas the source country principle
is followed in the taxation of profits. Profits
of a partnership and undistributed profits of
a corporation are usually taxed in the source
country and, assuming a tax treaty, exempted
at home. This principle is not that pure in the
taxation of profits distributed abroad. The
corporation tax and a withholding tax on dividend payments have to be paid in the source
country. Assuming a tax treaty and an individual as the receiver of the dividend income, the withholding tax is credited against
the income tax eventually levied by the home
country. Corporations either do not pay any
tax in the home country for the dividend income they receive from abroad or the taxes
paid in the source country are credited in the
taxes levied by the home country.

My first comment concerns the overall importance of the queries Krause-J unk raises in
his analysis. Without denying its significance
as a source of non-neutrality, it seems to me
that compared with the many unresolved
issues and inconsistencies prevailing in the international coordination of taxation, the difference in treatment of profits and interest
payments is at least fairly consistent. The final
tax is determined by the source country or the
home country as the case may be. Interest payments paid abroad are deductible in compuf~
ing the tax levied on profits in the source
country. Assuming a tax treaty, it is only in
some instances in the tax treatment. of divic ·
dends paid to a corporation as the
owner where the foreign withholding taxis
credited in the home country. Furthermore;taxation of interest revenue and profits may'
be different in the home country, which in du'e
course may innuence the distribution of tax
revenue between countries. In Sweden, Nor"
way and Finland, even the dividends a cOln- i,
pany pays to its foreign owners are partly deductible in computing the corporation tax so
that the difference in the tax treatment of
dividend income and interest payments is die
minished.
The basic di fficulty in the tax treatment of
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international profits and interest payments is
caused by the fact that tax ratesand tax bases
differ between countries giving rise to tax arbitrage at the international level. Tax revenues
tend to flow from high tax countries to low
tax countries. International tax arbitrage is
facilitated by the high degree of international
mobility of capital. It seems that, for instance,
international bonds in many cases offer a way
to avoid taxes altogether. Abolishing the discrimination pointed out by Krause-Junk
would not remove this basic difficulty.
As far as the type of non-neutrality discussed by Krause-Junk is concerned, it is the
degree of substitution between loan capital
and equity in the capital structure of the firms
which determines its allocational and distributional consequences. As noted by the
author, these are non-existent if equity and
loans are perfect substitutes in the capital
structure of the firm and in the investors' portfolios so that both could costlessly move away
from the discriminated type of finance (distribution of the tax revenue between countries
would, of course, be affected by differences
in the tax rates). But perfect substitutability
is an extreme assumption which is rejected by
the author.
In case of imperfect substitutability, discrimination influences both allocation and
distribution (between individuals, firms and
countries). But it is very hard to generalize
about these distortions. It seems to me that
Krause-Junk deals with these distortions only
fragmentarily. Furthermore, it appears that he
changes his implicit assumption concerning
the degree of substitutability when moving
from one distortion to another. For instance,
in his discussion of the German Federal Republic as a high-tax home country he is worried by the possibility that discrimination
between profits and interest payments may encourage German firms to shift entrepreneurial
activities away from Germany to countries
with lower tax rates. It seems to me that he
is here assuming a low degree of substitutability in the capital structure of the Germanowned firm abroad. On the other hand, when
discussing Germany as a host country KrauseJunk observes that foreign parent companies
are flexible in their capital structure and shift
the financing of their German subsidiaries
from equity financing to loans in order to
utilize the preferential tax treatment of interest

payments. In other words, when considering
Germany as the home country Krause-Junk
relies on the assumption that the capital structure of its subsidiary abroad is fixed and tax
discrimination will consequently shift the
location of entrepreneural activity while his
analysis of Germany as a host country is based
on the assumption that loans and equities are
highly substitutable and only tax revenue and
its distribution between countries are affected.
To me such an asymmetrical treatment of the
flexibility of the capital structure does not
appear warranted.
Krause-Junk is obviously against shifting
between the source country and the home
country principles in the tax treatment of different types of capital income. But he does not
seem to give an explicit answer to the question of how to remove the discrimination.
')hould all capital income be taxed in the home
country or in the source country or is he indifferent? It seems to me that when answering
this question it is the consequences on the distribution of tax revenue between countries
which are highly relevant. Provided that the
tax rates as well as the amounts and structures
of capital exports differ between countries and
the financial structures of the firms are not
perfectly substitutable, the existing discrimination between equity and borrowed capital after all makes a lot of sense. One could
at least argue that, at the one extreme, the corporation tax should be paid to the host
country (Krause-Junk mentions some arguments for this) while. the interest income of a
rentier, at the other extreme, should be taxed
as one item at home (provided that the yield
on international bonds can be taxed at all).
Changing the existing tax treatment might
change the distribution of tax revenue between
countries in an undesirable way.
To conclude, I do not want to maintain that
the type of discrimination discussed by KrauseJunk is without significance. But it is just not
easy to see how to remove it. In fact it goes
back to the fact that interest payments are deductible while dividend payments are not, and
this problem is not easy to solve. Furthermore,
the existing practices'differ somewhat between
countries and this gives rise to new difficulties. As far as the home country taxation is
concerned, Krause-Junk relies on the German
system, some aspects of which are not generalizable to all countries. As was indicated
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above, dividend payments are treated in
somewhat different ways in different countries. Furthermore, the distinction between
equity and borrowed capital can in practice
be blurred by manipulation of the financial
structure of a subsidiary abroad and this may
be used as a tax evasion device, as KrauseJunk indicates. But what else can be done but
to try to fill any loopholes whenever they appear harmful? Against this background one

can understand, for instance, the recent attempts to tackle the »thin capitalization»
Krause-Junk refers to in the German case and
to tax interest payments on the »owner loans»
like the profits of a foreign corporation. It
may be right to dismiss this move as futile and
leading to a new kind of a loophole, but
without any suggestions for a better alternative this criticism is not enough.
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